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Friesenpress, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Words Without Music is a collection of lyrical
poems linked by the use of rhyme and rhythm. This diverse, entertaining assemblage tells stories
about love, loss, social change, historical events, faith, spirit, wishes and desire. For example: Anne
Boleyn is a ballad about Anne s life and role in history: Then through the parted hedge he strode; /
his splendid raiment purple flowed, / his plume it danced, his jewels they glowed. / And there sat
Anne her black hair loose, . I Want to be a Spy explores the wishful desire to be respected and
invincible: When I tell people what I want to do / They glance at me funny then look right through.
Waiting for the Present is a contemplation of love and time: Living in the future / Remembering the
past / Waiting for the present / Impossible to last . Each selection is unique, thought provoking and
delightful to read. This is a book to consider if you are a reader of fiction or poetry, a seeker who
ponders life and the written...
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Reviews
A top quality ebook and the font employed was exciting to read. Of course, it can be enjoy, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Your life
span will likely be transform once you full reading this book.
-- Phyllis Welch
Simply no words and phrases to spell out. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Pr of. Ma udie Ziema nn
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